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INTRODUOTION 
In June, 1960, a field study of the feeding behavior of 
wild minks (Mustela vison) was begun at certain prairie 
marshes in central and northern Iowa. This study was designed 
to investigate the ecology of minks with particular reference 
to selectivity in their diets. Knowledge of such preferential 
behavior would contribute to a fuller understanding of preda-
tor-prey' relationships. 
This objective arose from two points of interest in minks: 
their widely assumed preference for the flesh of muskrats 
(Ondatr:! zibethicus); and their depredation of waterfowl. The 
first point has bearing on the concept of availability, for 
Errington's studies (1943, 1954) have shown that predation by 
minks on muskrats is limited chiefly to vulnerable members of a 
population. In relation to waterfowl, the study complemented a 
long-term pro3ect entitled "Predation in Relation to Waterfowl 
Populations"; this project is sponsored through the Iowa Ooop-
erative Wildlife Research Unit at Iowa State University and is 
'conducted by Drs. Paul L. Errington and Milton W. Weller. These 
investigators and their students contributed much data on the 
activities of minks and their prey. 
The first year of research on minks was financed through a 
National Science Foundation Oooperative Graduate Fellowship. 
Study continued after the termination of this grant in June, 
1961. Field work was disoontinued in February, 1962. 
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THE MINK IN IOWA 
The Upper Mississippi Valley mink(!. ~. letifera) is a 
relatively common predator occurring along the margins of 
marshes, lakes, and streams in northern and central Iowa. 
Generically related to the true weasels (subgenus Mustela), 
the mink (subgenus Lutreola) is a mustelid characteristically 
living near water. Although the mink swims well, its activities 
are chiefly terrestrial. More specifically, it exhibits an 
innate association with water-land ecotones. This association 
has allowed the species to range across all major biomes in 
North America, excluding the tundra northward and the arid 
southwestern United States. 
Wild minks are usually secretive. They frequent con-
cealing cover (Figs. 1-4) but do not seem hesitant to travel 
over open areas at night. Naturally occurring cavities are 
used as retreats (Figs. 4 and 5), although one mink observed 
during the summer of 1960 made a temporary lair in heavy cover. 
Minks and muskrats generally occur together, and abandoned 
muskrat burrow systems and lodges provide many ~ens for minks. 
During winter, minks often tunnel extensively under snow and 
may enlarge parts into den chambers (Fig. 6). 
Irregular shores, peninsulas, and strips of land between 
water seemed particularly attractive to Iowa minks, probably 
because of the concentration of edge at such places. Oroxton 
(1960) also noted a preference for irregular shoreline among 
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Fig. 1. Grass and sedge cover along the shore near the 
northern inlet of Goose Lake. May, 1961. 
Fig. 2. The northern peninsula of Little Wall Lake. 
The grass and sedge cover on the peninsula is 
surrounded by heavy river bulrush. Pumps were 
being installed near the construction equipment 
in the upper right. June, 1961. 
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Fig. 3. Interspersion of cover and openings along the 
northeastern shore of Little Wall Lake was 
attractive to minks. The heap of vegetation 
at the base of the trees was used as a latrine 
site oocasionally. October, 1961. 
Fig . 4. Wooded shoreline along the peninsula near the 
southwestern outlet of Trumbull Lake. The 
hollow base of the willow in center was used 
as a den site. Feeding on crayfish was exten-
sive at this area. April, 1961. 
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Fig. 5. Minks frequently denned in this system of 
burrows at the base of the northern peninsula 
at Little Wall Lake. April, 1961. 
Fig. 6. This mink snow tunnel ran for about 50 yards 
along an overdrifted fence on one shore of 
Goose Lake. Mice were also travelling in the 
tunnel. January, 1962. 
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coastal minks in southwestern Alaska •. 
Mitchell (196i) reported a tendency for minks to remain in 
one general ~rea. Nothing in our studies disagrees with this 
finding, although minks frequently shifted their theaters of 
activity. None· remained at anyone site for longer than three 
months. More often, signs of activity would appear at one part 
of a marsh for a few weeks and then shift to another tract or 
vanish altogether. Males especially seemed to be drifters. As 
M~rshall (1936), McCabe (1949), and Mitchell (1961) all found, 
males, and occasionally females, may range over several miles. 
~ the other hand, a mink ot either sex might stay around a 
favorable place for some time. 
Typical ot many carnivores, minks are solitary during most 
of their lives. Despite their tendencies to shift about, adults 
character1st1cally avo1d other minks. Juvenile animals are 
less respectful, and, as Mitchell (1961) noted, juvenile males 
often trespass on the hunting tracts ot other minks. Such a 
case was observed at one ot the Iowa marshes in January, 1961. 
A small male, apparently juvenile, appropriated a muskrat lodge 
in the holdings of an adult temale. The female was disturbed 
by the intruder, but distinctly avoided him. After a week or 
so, he drifted on. No other such contacts were observed in 
detail; this could imply mutual avoidance, although minks were 
usually Bearce. 
Associat10ns between minks are acc1dental except during 
breeding and rearing. Enders (1952) states that the breeding 
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season of oaptive minks in the oentral eastern United States 
extends from late February to early April; ranch minks in 
central Iowa similarly are bred in Maroh. Before and during 
this season, wild males are very restless. At one Iowa marsh 
in mid-February, 1962, male mink tracks stretohed baok and 
forth along more than a half-mile of marsh shore and drainage 
ditoh. None were more than two days old. In places, tracks 
almost oovered the snow. Yet it was not possible to distin-
guish clearly that there had been more than one male animal. 
Most litters are bom in the first half of May. While 
nursing kits, the female usually stays in one area, unless 
disturbed. After the young are weaned, the family troops to-
gether for some time, eventually breaking up. Most minks are 
li ving alone by mid-August. 
The mink is well adapted~-and limited--to hunting and 
eating meat. Hall (1951) says of the genus, If • • • the denti-
tion • • • in several parts is highly speoialized for a diet of 
flesh, the degree of this speoialization being second only to 
that of the cats, family Felidae." There was no evidence in 
our studies that minks ever ate plant material for its nutri-
tive value (see Sealander, 1943). 
The digestive system is simple and short. Passage is 
usually rapid, and undigested parts of food items may appear in 
scats an hour.after ingestion. Errington (1943) has even ob-
served scats containing undigested meat from one mink gorging 
itself on muskrats •. 
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Although minks are relatively small carnivores. they are 
less 11mited by size than the true weasels. Female minks are 
smaller than males and, at their smallest, overlap the upper 
limit of the long-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata). Hall and 
Kelson (1959) state that male adults measure from 491 to 720 
millimeters (about 20 to 28 inches -long). almost one-third of 
which'is tail; and that females average lO~ shorter and 50% 
lighter. 
Total length measurements of pelted minks taken in north 
central Iowa in 1961 averaged 617 millimeters for eight males 
and 504 millimeters for three females. McOabe (1949) weighed 
live-trapped minks of the same subspecies in Wisoonsin. Five 
males weighed from 750 to 1570 grams, averaging 1055 grams 
(about 2.3 pounds); and nine females ranged from 452 to 794 
grams, averaging 574 grams (about 1.2 pounds). Similar measure-
ments and differenoes have been reported from MiChigan 
(Marshall. 1936) and Montana (Mitchell, 1961). 
This size differenoe may be enough to influence predatory 
abilities someWhat. Sealander (1943) found that muskrat was 
eaten more frequently by males than by females. The latter 
tended to eat more of smaller prey items. 
Beyond its status as a small oarnivore inhabiting marshy 
edges, the mink is a rather generalized animal. Romer (1945) 
describes the mustelids as a group retaining many fundamental 
carnivore characteristics in morphology. It would be expected 
that the mink's repertoire of behavior might also be relatively 
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broad. This reflection is certainly seen in the mink's ability 
to swim and climb in pursuit of prey. From the variety of 
incidental prey items found in analyses of food habits, minks 
apparently exploit any nutritive animal material they can find 
and handle. 
Although they are secretive, minks sometimes show bold 
curiosity about new situations and strange objects. Various 
authors. have described the boldness and curiosity of mustellds 
. in general (Armitage, 1961; Halvorson, 1961; Manville, 1961; 
Hall. 1951; Errington, 1936). The drifting movements of minks 
also reflects a drive to explore. Such behavior seems appro-
priately evident in most carnivores. Exploratory behavior as 
a self-rewarding aotivity has been described in oats, rats, 
and monkeys by comparative psychologists (see Thorpe's .review, 
1961; Butler, 1954). 
Stereotypioal behavior is not absent in minks. Their 
preferences for wet habitats and concealing cover are distinc-
tive responses. They are also drawn to prominences, suoh as 
boulders, fallen trees, and muskrat lodges, and frequently 
defeoate on top of such places (Figs. 3 and 7). Denning minks 
commonly make latrines of specifio sites (Fig. 15). My personal 
observations of killing techniques used by a naive female ranch 
mink agree with the innate patterns described for other Mustela 
(see Hall's reviews, 1951). Nevertheless, minks may present an 
almost bewildering unpredictability in What they do. 
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Fig. 7. Minks seemed attracted to boulders and other 
prominences and often defecated on them. 
Goose Lake, October, 1961. 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AT THE STUDY AREAS 
Field work at the marshes studied was informal for the 
most part. General biotic conditions and events were accessed 
on a relative basis. Attention was directed to the status and 
activities of prey and predator species, especially minks. 
Such activities were interpreted in the light of previous ob-
servations by "signs" or more direct evidence found in the 
field. 
Scats were collected for later examination of their con-
sti tuent prey remains. It was apparent early in the study that 
it would distort the portrayal of feeding behavior if scats 
were collected only from the latrines at mink dens or at other 
speclal areas where scats are easlly found in large numbers. 
Scats were sought as widely as posslble at the study areas and 
collected wherever they were found. 
The ages of scats were estlmated to interpret trends in 
mlnk actlvitles better. Estimates were based on weather condl-
tlons and location. Scats of less than three weeks old could 
be well differentiated from older ones. Scats of questionable 
orlgin were not collected. 
, 
To obtain more quantltatlve data on certaln prey, some 
formal censuses were made of muskrat and small mammal popula-
tions at the central Iowa study areas. These censuses, scat 
analyses, and fleld observatlons are detailed and compared at 
appropriate places ln the text. 
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Major Study Areas 
Regular observations were made at the central Iowa areas. 
The data collected at these marshes in Hamilton Oounty provide 
the most continuous record of mink activities in the study. 
They were visited at no greater than monthly intervals and 
usually more often than that. 
Goose Lake, a pr1vately owned marsh of 135 acres, was 
relatively undisturbed by human activities during the study 
period. Water feeds into this marsh from several t1le systems 
draining the ad3acent cultivated fields and is held back by a 
small dam at the lake's outlet. Most excess water flows out 
over this dam, so that levels are fairly con·stant except during 
droughts or floods. The water 1s clear and reaches maximum 
depths of almost four feet. 
Vegetation at Goose Lake 1s typical of alkaline prairie 
marshes. Of the submergents, coonta1l (OeratophYllum) and 
bladderwort (Utricularia) are abundant. Lesser growths of 
pondweeds (Potamogeton), yellow water l1ly (Nuphar), and 
pickerel weed (Pontederia) also occur. Quieter areas are 
blanketed with floating mats of green algae (Oladophoraceae) in 
summer and w1th duckweeds (Lemna and Spirodela) and watermeal 
(Wolffia) in late summer and fall. 
By far the most extensive.dominating emergent is river 
bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis). Oattails (TyPha, mostly hybrid 
forms), bur reed (Spamanium). hardstem bulrush (Sclrpus 
acutus), sedges (Oarex). and reed grass (Phragmites) provide 
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add1t10nal cover 1n scattered clonal groups or larger blocks. 
Along shores, the success10n grades from zones of bulrush and. 
sedges 1nto more mes1c plants. Many typ1cal marsh forms per-
s1st 1n the shore zones (~.&., Eleocharis, Sag1ttar1a, !!1!, 
Spart1na, Oalamagrost1s, and Polygonum) along w1th the sedges. 
Away from shore, most plants. are xer1c grasses and forbs charac-
ter1st1cally follow1ng cult1vat1on and graz1ng. Some edges also 
support woody growths, mostly w1llows (Sa11x), but also dogwood 
(Oomus), mulberry (Morus), false 1nd1go (Bapt1st1a) and shrubs 
bordering a few m1xed groups of cottonwood (Populus) and bur 
oak (Quercus macrocarpus). Two 1slands near the center of the 
marsh are also wooded w1th these trees (F1g. 8). 
Dur1ng a period of drought 1n 1956 and part of 1957, 
emergent cover on the marsh grew densely. Dr. M. W. Weller and 
h1s students made annual spring cover surveys after the return 
of permanent water and res1dent muskrats. Cover decreased 
regularly each year, unt1l, 1n the spring of 1960, emergents 
covered about 65% of the marsh (F1g. 8). The muskrats were 
approach1ng an unusually h1gh level, and the1r act1v1t1es 
reduced the cover cons1derably dur1ng 1960. The1r fall lodges 
were numerous and large. 
M1nks were unexp11cably absent from what looked l1ke at-
tract1ve habitat at Goose Lake in 1960. A few l1ved there inter-
m1ttently during the w1nter, but their activ1ties were not pro-
.. 
longed. DUring the winter and:aarly spring of 1960-61, the musk-
rat populat10n decreased to less thp~ half of 1ts fall density. 
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Fig. 8. Goose Lake in summer, 1960. Note the wooded 
island and stands of emergent vegetation • 
. . 
Fig. 9. Goose Lake in early summer, 1961. Most of the 
stands of emergents failed to grow this year. 
Dead emergents drifted into windrows along shores. 
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At the onset of the growing season in 1961, it was evident 
that much of the cattail and bulrush was undergoing a decline. 
Not muoh emerged from deeper water, and the marginal growths 
were becoming ragged fringes (Fig. 9). The survey that spring 
showed that cover had fallen to 20%. Scattered clumps grew 
weakly, and winds over the exposed water built up waves that 
uprooted plants and washed them into drifts along shores. By 
later summer, the marsh was almost entirely open water. 
Although the heavy muskrat activity and high spring water 
levels seemed to precipitate the decline. they may not have 
caused.it enttrely. Some other factors seemed to be active, in 
part. Spring water conditions were high, but not extremely so. 
Yet the failure was dramatically sweeping. Affected emergents 
died towards the margins of the water, even in shallow protected 
bays, while aquatics of lesser predominance maintained their 
presence. 
During and after this decline, mink activity was more 
common at Goose Lake, but still sporadic. 
Little Wall Lake, ·some two miles away, is similar to Goose 
Lake in many respects but has been more recently disturbed. 
This 270-acre marsh is fed by water from tile systems. Dredging 
operations 1n the past have deepened parts to ten feet or more, 
but undredged areas were no.· deeper than three or four feet during 
1960. 
The most abundant emergent is river bulrush: other cover 
plants are present in lesser stands, although hardstem bulrush 
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is noticeably more abundant than at Goose Lake. Shore vege-
tation grades into more xeric plants with some brushy growths 
and groves of trees. 
Differences between Little Wall and Goose lakes could be 
found in the presence of some plants. Some species were common 
at Little Wall during the study but were not found at Goose. 
These included beds of stonewort (Ohara) and waterweed (Elodea), 
some small clones of wild rice (Zizania). and blooms of Riccio-
carpus. Even Scirpus cyperinus, a northern bog plant, was iden-
tified once. Oonversely, coontail was less abundant at Little 
Wall, and watermeal and pickerel weed were not observed at all. 
Reed canary grass (Phalaris) heavily covers almost a half-
mile of shore along which Highway 69 passes olosely. This tall 
grass apparently was planted on the embankment when the road 
was built. In addition. other shores and adjacent lands have 
been and are presently disturbed by overgrazing and CUltivation. 
Half of a shallow bay lies in an overgrazed pasture to the south. 
When there was no grazing for two summer months in 1961, a heavy 
stand of wild millet (Echinochloa) grew up. 
The lake is public, and many changes are associated with 
attempts to improve it for fishing, boating, and hunting. Dis-
ruption of the peaty lake bed by dredging, together with wave 
action and the activities of oarp (oYprinus carpio) have caused 
turbid water. In the spring of 1960. the carp and other fishes 
were poisoned out and small bullheads (Iotalurus) restocked. 
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In 1960,the growth of vegetat10n was heavy on undre'dged 
parts of the'marsh. Boat1ng, which had beoomemore popular, 
wasrestrioted to the open half of the lake. Dur1ng this year, 
, 
a movement started among boaters to raise the water level. 
This movement culm1nated 1nthe 1nstallat1on of pumps to trans-
fer water1nto the lake from a nearby d1tch. 
The pumps were 'operable by m1d-July of 1961, but not much 
water was available unt1l later. Before pumping began,' water 
levels and vegetative cond1tions were relatively normal. The 
vegetat10n had not failed. although otherwise cond1tions seemed' 
oomparable to those at Goose Lake. 
Thereafter, the water added kept the level up during the 
late summer dry period. More water was available by fall, and 
the raising was accelerated. By mid-November, shores had 
expanded to the outermost banks, and central stands of em erg en ts 
were under water. By freeze-up, the water level was at least 
three feet higher than 1t would have been without pumping. 
Except for June, 1960, at least one ,mink was aotive at all 
times during the study at Little Wall Lake. The reappearance 
of mink sign after that first month was concurrent w1th the 
break-up of a family of red foxes (Vulpes fulva) which had 
been denn1ng near a favorable shoreline. 
There were often more than one mink at the marsh, and a 
relatively high population lived at the lake during the winter 
of 1960-61,'with three animals remaining there after trappers 
had removed at least six others. The nooding has probably 
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reduced its habitability for minks, for only three animals were 
known to hunt or live there during the winter of 1961-62. 
At other times, Little Wall attracted and held more minks 
than did Goose·Lake. Except perhaps in the disturbance of 
overall conditions, any differences between the two were not 
clear enough to explain this in terms of where minks commonly 
prefer to live. 
Minor study Areas 
Data were collected less often at the several larger marsh 
areas 1n northern Iowa. Union Slough National Wildlife Refuge 
in Kossuth County was surveyed at intervals of one to two 
months during the first year of study. These surveys provided 
fairly representative data on large tracts of the 2077-acre 
refuge. Field work at Union Slough compensated for the initial 
scarcity of minks at the central Iowa marshes. 
Union Slough is a pre-glacial river bed about eight miles 
long which lies between two drainage systems. About 400 acres 
of its area may be classified as marshland bordering the eight-
>,'. 
m1leetretch of water. Dik1ng was construoted to reclaim the 
marsh and allows manipulation of water levels. Morainal hills 
rise steeply to the east and west and are covered by disturbed 
prairie, much of which has been and is yet grazed and cultivated. 
Biota typical of prairie marshes is present and included a 
s~all population of minks in 1960. The refuge is an important 
resting and feed1ng area for migrating waterfowl. 
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Investigators in other ecological studies at the Ruthven 
Game Management Area in Olay and Palo A1 to counties collected 
many mink scats in 1958 and 19_59 and during the present study. 
In coordination with their activities, some field work was con-
ducted at parts of this area in northwestern Iowa. Two extended 
field trips were made in July, 1960, and April, 1961, and a few 
limited surveys performed while I was stat10ned nearer the area 
during the summer at 1961. Oollaborators contributed additional 
noteworthy observations. 
Most work was done at parts of Trumbull Lake, Smith's 
Slough, and Dewey's Pasture. These units are similar to Union 
. ; '.:'.,~: 
Slough--water areas lying on ground moraine amidst disturbed 
prairie associations. Fairly recent details of their biota may 
be found in Glover's thesis (1949). 
Due to the large sizes of these marshes and the infrequent 
visits made. data on all prey populations utilized by minks are 
relatively discontinuous. Despite this irregularity, the cases 
observed demonstrate some special features of mink feeding 
behavior. 
20 
THE NATURE 01 MINK DIETS 
Dry analyses of the contents of 4066 mink scats were made 
during the study. For 2241 scats collected from 1960 to 1962, 
prey were identified as exactly as possible by the parts found 
in the scats. For the 1825 spring and sUmmer scats comprising 
the 1958-1959 collection, the occurrences of prey items were 
identified only to larger taxonomic groups. 
Scats were broken apart and examined under a binocular 
mioroscope. Identifications were checked by comparing the prey 
remains to specimens in the Iowa State University reference 
collection. Remains of locally abundant prey and of victims 
of predation found near collection sites were looked for in 
each group of scats. Under certain circumstances, the remains 
of an item might reappear in a group of scats. In such cases, 
the ~dentifiable occurrences gave clues for determining less 
distinctive ones. 
Whenever there were possible alternatives to any repre-
sentation,. it was classified in a less definite category. For 
some animals eaten by minks, the parts needed to determine 
genus or species were rare or absent in the scats; these occur-
rences were also tallied in broader categories. The compOSition 
of these broad categories is discussed in conjunction with the 
discussions of specifio items eaten by minks. 
The frequenoies of occurrence of prey items were calcu-
lated by seasons and are presented in Table 1. Seasonal changes 
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in the occurrence of ma30r categories of prey are depicted in 
Fig. 10. Because conditions at the marshes usually changed 
before each calendar season began .. spring,. summer,. fall, and 
winter were defined as three-month intervals beginning with 
March, June, September, and December, respectIvely. By relat-
ing the ages of scats to their dates of collection, they could 
be placed in the correct seasonal series. 
The 1960-62 data do not include all scats from the collec-
tion made during that period, but they indicate the general 
composition and trends of items found in mink scats. Most of 
the following discussion centers on this collection because 
field observations concerning it are more complete. 
For comparative purposes, preliminary data on the scats 
collected in 1958 and 1959 are presented in Fig. 16 along with 
data abstracted from the analyses of the 1960-62 scats. One 
series of these earlier scats seems to illustrate the relation-
ship between special conditions and mink feeding behavior. 
General Oomposition and Seasonal Trends 
For the minks studied, mammals and birds were usually more 
important prey than were cold-blooded animals. Mammalian and 
avian remains each occurred in 45% of the scats from 1960-62, 
and each exceeded frequencies of 30% in all seasons (Table 1; 
Fig. 10). 
Mammals occurred at uniform frequencies of about 50% 
exoept in the spring scats where the occurrence of mammals 
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dropped to about 35%. This reduction is relative to an in-
creased incidence of remains of marsh birds. During spring, 
avian remains predominated, appearing in 70% of the scats for 
the period. 
In the summer scats, the incidence of avian remains fell 
to half of the spring frequency. During fall and winter, avian 
items became progressively more frequent, occurring in 40-50% 
of the scats for each of these two series. 
The presence of remains of cold-blooded vertebrates and 
invertebrates in mink scats was more seasonal. Such prey were 
eaten mostly during the warmer months, although there was much 
variation in their importance to minks. 
Earlier studies agree on the consistent importance of . 
mammals as prey of mink. Most frequency indices reported 
ranged around 45%. A high incidence was reported by Sealander 
(1943), who found mammalian remains in 70% of 102 stomachs of 
minks trapped during the winter in Michigan. 
In other respects, the general trends in Iowa do not match 
up well with some of these other seasonal studies. In reports 
of winter diets of minks, feeding: on birds is noticeably low 
in comparison to the present study. Hamilton (1936) found no 
bird remains and a high occurrence of remains of cold-blooded 
aquatic animals--fish and arthropods--in digestive tracts of 70 
minks trapped in New York. Sea1ander (1943) found the occur-
rence of avian remains in the digestive tracts of minks trapped 
in Michigan was at most 15%. Again there were correspondingly 
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high ooourrences of cold-blooded aquatic prey. The oontents 
of 105 stomachs of mink caroasses examined by Gui1day (1949) 
in southeastern Pennsylvania follow the same pattern, with less 
than 5% incidence of birds and a high representation of fish 
and aquatic invertebrates. 
It is relevant that in these three winter studies, the 
digestive tracts of trapped minks were examined. Usual tech-
niques probably favor trapping minks that are hunting at open 
water areas, for minks--and trappers--are attracted to such 
areas in winter. Our observations show that minks may also 
live on dead waterbirds during the winter, often away from open 
water. The observations of mink caches (see Yeager, 1943) 
support this, as do the remains found in the winter scats. 
On the other hand, there is considerable mink activity 
under the snow in Winter, and scats are hard to find. The 
winter series in' this study is by far the smallest, and muoh of 
the collection may have been slanted towards those minks 
travelling out in the open and leaving scats where they were 
more easily found. But a good number ot scats in the winter 
series are assooiated with more sedentary minks. 
In the analysis ot 300 summer scats from the Montezuma 
Marsh in New York (Hamilton, 1940), the representation of 
birds, about 10%, is also lower than the figures in Table 1 and 
Fig. 10 show. Oorrespondingly, fish and aquatio insects ap-
peared more frequently, eaoh at a frequency of about 40%. The 
data from summer soats gathered at Trumbull Lake in northwest-
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ern Iowa in 1958 and 1959 show an especially high intake of 
crayfish by minks (Fig. 16) which overemphasizes the importance 
of this item for minks in general. Hamilton's description of 
the prey populations at the Montezuma Marsh, and the rather 
special conditions associated with our Trumbull Lake collection 
suggest that at least part of these discrepancies may be 
accountable in terms of prey availability. 
The ~ssociation between relative availability and vulner-
ability of prey and the predation on them has been investigated 
intensively and is emphasized in several studies of predation 
(Errington, 1943, 1946, 1954; scott, 1943, 1947). To a large 
extent, the patterns of mink feeding described here also re-
flect responses to available prey_ 
Feeding of Minks upon Speoific Prey 
Mammals 
Of mammalian prey items found in the minks soats from the 
study areas, the majority were rodents. Only 18 or about 1% 
of 1028 occurrences were of other miscellaneous mammals. About 
half of the 1018 oocurrences of rodents were muskrats', while 
the other half were of smaller rodents, mostly muroid mice. 
Microtus and miscellaneous mice Microtus (mostly 
;;;;,;;;, ................... - -
~ 
meadow voles, !. pennsylvanicus, but also prairie voles, ~. 
oChrogaster--see Hall and Kelson, 1959) occurred in 312 or 14% 
of the 1960-62 scats. In oomparison to other items, Microtus 
was a common prey for minks at the study areas. This fre.quency 
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in mink soats represents a rather large amount of predation 
when the size of Miorotus is oonsidered. 
Although Miorotus were important prey, mink predation on 
them fluotuated regUlarly in relation to their seasonal oyole 
of availability. In spring and summer, the inoidenoe of 
Miorotus in the mink soats oorresponded to the general level 
of abundanoe in mouse populations. Frequencies ranged around 
15% during these two seasons. The inoidenoe of Microtus 
dropped to 10% in autumn, even though the populations are 
ordinarily high in early fall. This reduction is relative to a 
higher frequenoy of amphibians in the fall soat series. In 
winter, when most Miorotus are living in relative security in 
tunnels under the snow, the inoidenoe of their appearanoe in 
mink scats fell to about 5%. 
Minks may prey upon Miorotus very heavily during the 
periodic peaks in abundances of these mioe. The comparis'on of 
two groups of scats from a den at Little Wall Lake implies suoh 
a oase. A group ot 164 scats was colleoted at this den in mid-
April, and a seoond group of 87 was co11eoted there about ten 
days later. In the earlier group, mammalian remains occurred 
in only 4 or 2% of the 164 scats, whereas the frequency index 
for birds, mostly blackbirds, was 93%. In the later collection, 
mice·, mostly Microtus, occurred in 43 or 50% of the 87 scats. 
This shift from heavy predation on birds to heavy predation on 
mice probably corresponded to a relative increase in the avail-
ability of Microtus. 
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On the other hand, minks may not always respond to 
abundances of Microtus. A large number of vulnerable Microtus 
.as observed at Little Well Lake in spring, 1961, but there 
were relatively few instances of Microtus remains in the scats 
of minks that were denning there. 
The category of "Miscellaneous Mice" listed in Table 1 
represents both unidentified occurrences of remaLns of muroid 
mice and the identified occurrences exclusive of Microtus. 
Positive identifications for the following mice are included in 
this category: Peromyscus (both deer mice, ~. maniculatus, 
and white-footed mice, ~. leucopus); Reithrodontomys (western 
harvest mice, ~. megalotis); ~ (house mice, H. musculus); 
and Rattus (Norway rats, R. norvegicus). 
Identifications of remains of muroid mice found in the 
scats were possible only when teeth were present. The under-
fur of Microtus is commonly much darker than that of the other 
muroids, and, when this characteristic was prominent, it was 
used in the absence of teeth to identify occurrences of Microtus 
remains. Some representations of Microtus are undoubtedly in-
cluded in the miscellaneous category along with unidentifiable 
representations of other Muroidea. 
The remains of Zapus (meadow jumping mice, !. hudsonius) 
were also distinguishable by fur characteristics. These are 
not included in the "Miscellaneous Mice lt category. 
The frequency indices for "Miscellaneous Mice" show much 
uniformity throughout the seasons. Representations all ranged 
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close to 6%. and minor vacillations matched those of the 
mammals in general. This uniformity. as well as other simi-
l~rities. sets the group apart. Perhaps only a few Microtus 
occurrences are included in it. 
To compare the relative proportions in which species of 
mice were eaten by minks, all identified muroid mice, including 
Miorotus, were considered together. In comparison to all other 
species. the proportion of Microtus occurrences is by far 
greater. This proportion is highest throughout spring and 
summer, comprising about 95% of all identified mice. Microtus 
ocourrenoes, which drop off during the winter, st1ll compr1se 
67% of all oocurrences of muroid mice identified in the w1nter 
scats. The other species. wh10h occur occas1onally 1n all 
seasons, beoome proport10nally more frequent among the m10e 
eaten by minks 1n w1nter. 
The tendenoy for carnivores to eat the microtines mo~e 
than other m1ce has been noted in the food hab1ts of red foxes 
(Soott. 1943. 1947) and of weasels (see reviews 1n Hall. 1951). 
Reports of the food hab1ts of minks (Ham1lton, 1936, 1940; 
Sealander. 1943; Guilday. 1949) also show a proportionally high 
ooourrenoe of Miorotus rema1ns. 
To obta1n 1nd1ces on the abundance of small mammal spec1es 
at Little Wall and Goose lakes, a snap-trapp1ng program was 
begun 1n Apr11. 1961. Trapp1ng lines modelled after the NAOSM 
standards (Oalhoun and Oasby, 1958) were set up along selected 
shoreline tracts and trapped at four- to six-week 1ntervals 
:;0 
until November. These lines had to be altered to fit cramping 
situations and changes, so that the data are too irregular to 
show much more than the general composition of the small mammal 
populations inhabiting shore zones at the lakes in 1961. 
Oomparison between proportions of mice occurring in mink 
scats from these same areas and the proportions of trapped mice 
indicate a uniformly greater predation on Microtus. Nine or 
31% of 29 mice trapped at Little Wall Lake were Microtus; in 
scats from the same area, 14 or 74% of 19 identified occur-
rences of mice were Microtus. At Goose Lake, 7 or 32% of 22 
mice trapped were Microtus, whereas 11 or 73% of 15 mice identi-
fied in scats were Microtus. By coincidence, the data from the 
\ 
two areas are almost exactly alike, but they are not sufficient 
to show much more than the generally greater proportion in 
which Microtus is eaten by minks. 
Weckworth and Hawley (1962) reported a similar pattern in 
the predation of martens (Martes americana) in Montana on 
Microtus. In relation to other mice, Microtus occurred with 
greater proportions in marten scats than they did in NAOSM 
snap-trap censuses. Yet year-to-year fluctuations in the pro-
portions of Microtus in scats seemed to match fluctuations in 
the proportions of Microtus trapped. On the other hand, there 
seemed to be an inverse correlation in the comparison of trap 
and scat proportions of Oleithrodontomys (red-backed vole, 
Q. gapEeri). Cleithrodontomys was eaten in greater quantities 
than Microtus by martens. 
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These investigators emphasize that their censuses of 
Microtus were inadequate, but that their data may actually 
indicate the true situation, They suggest that Microtus 
(H. pennszlvanlcus) tend to inhabit places where they are 
relatively more vulnerable to predation by martens. 
Other factors besides sampling techniques and availability 
may underlie this greater predation on Microtus. Differences 
between diel activity rhythms of mice and predators may effect 
the degree of vulnerability for each species of mouse. 
Microtus may simply be a preferred prey item, but not enough 
is known about the behavior of predatory mammals to support 
this. 
It has been noted that opportunistic animals, such as 
predators, tend to retain avoidance responses that they learn 
(Thorpe. 1961). Minks seem to avoid eating certain items, 
especially insectivores. The low occurrence of miscellaneous 
oricetids and murids in mink scats could imply that minks also 
tend to avoid eating these mice. 
During winter, these other mioe seem to be as available 
to minks as they are in warmer months. In observations of the 
activitities of mioe at the study areas in winter, Peromyscus 
and Mus seemed much more vulnerable than Microtus. All these 
......... 
mice may live in tunnels under the snow, but ~ and PeromYBCUS 
are frequently active in less protective habitats. 
Snap-traps were set on muskrat lodges, boulders, and tree 
stumps in open water near shore at Little Wall and Goose lakes 
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in fall; 1961. Several HY! were caught, even as far as 50 feet 
from shore. Immediately after freeze-up in 1961 at Goose Lake_ 
a 'group of at least ten *!.. maniculatus was· flushed from a 
muskrat lodge about 25 feet from shore. In other w1nter observa-
tions, mouse traoks were commonly found around muskrat lodges 
far out on the ice and in one case going in and out of a mink's 
snow tunnel system. Many of these tracks could be identified 
as those of Peromyscus. 
It is not clear why these mice move so readily into such 
special habitats or why they appear above the snow in winter. 
These hazardous aotivities undoubtedly make them more vulner-
able than Microtus in the winter and underlie their proportion-
ately high ooourrence in winter scats. 
Muskrats Contrasting in ~any ways to its mouse-sized 
relatives, the muskrat plays a special role as a prey item of 
the mink. The muskrat can be oommon at most water areas where 
the mink lives, and the association between the two species is 
often close. The muskrat can provide quantitatively more food 
for a mink than many other prey items, and it is one of the 
largest prey whioh the mink can attack and kill. 
Casual observations of the impressive degrees to which 
minks, at times, can feed on muskrats have given rise to a 
good deal of "common knowledge." Frequently the mink is de-
picted as a constant threat to muskrats, tirelessly hunting, 
killing, and eating them to satisfy its special taste for 
muskrat nesh. 
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Sometimes what invest1gators find w1th more systemat10 
study may agree w1th the oommon impress10n of m1nk predat10n 
on; muskrats. Hamilton (1940) reported muskrat rema1ns ocour-
.. ;. 
r1ng in almost 50% of summer m1nk soats from the Montezuma 
Marsh 1n New York. In Sealander's study (1943) of the w1nter 
food habits of minks in Miohigan, muskrat rema1ns were found 
in 70% of the stomaohs examined. Even 1n the present study, 
groups of soats showed occurrenoes of muskrat as high as 90%, 
but h1gh frequencies of muskrat-conta1ning soats in certa1n 
groups may represent only one m1nk feed1ng upon one muskrat. 
Such cases 11lustrate the misrepresentat10n that is possible in 
evaluating the importanoe of one predator-prey relationship 
by scat analyses. 
There 1s less d1storted evidenoe of the extent to which 
minks may feed upon muskrats. Yeager's note (1943) on mink 
caohes summarizes evidence of the relatively large numbers on 
which minks sometimes subsist. 
Oonversely, other studies report less of muskrat in the 
diets of minks. In that of Hamilton (1936). muskrat rema1ns 
ocourred in less than 15~ of the digest1ve traots of New York 
minks. Only one of 105 stomachs of Pennsyl van1a minks examined 
by Gu11day (1949) contained muskrat rema1ns. 
The exhaustive stud1es of Errington (1943, 1954) describe 
the circumstances under which minks cannot kill muskrats with-
out r1sking the1r own well-being. Healthy adult muskrats 
l1v1ng securely and comfortably 1n good habitat can escape 
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most predators, including minks, that might venture to attack 
them. They are neither defenseless nor timid, and minks show 
awe11 ... founded respect for their ability to fight with slashing 
incisors. It is not unusual for such muskrats to chase minks 
away. 
On the other hand, when minks have the advantage, they can 
take both young and old muskrats, sometimes in large numbers. 
During storms or floods, muskrats may be deprived of the pro-
tection of their lodges and bank burrows. Droughts dry up 
marshes and leave no water for escape. When food is short or 
water freezes to the bottom of the marsh, muskrats may be 
forced to forage on land or above the ice. Orowded, irritated 
muskrats fight vioious1y among themselves, sometimes inflicting 
fatal wounds.· .Animals are forced to leave crowded quarters to 
find some other lodging, if there is any. 
It 1s chiefly the young animals and the homeless or 
starving or injured wanderers that are vulnerable to predators. 
Minks oan attaok and kill the vulnerable muskrats suocessful1y 
and may do so as long as they are available. 
Most often, minks simply find muskrats already dead of 
disease or. exposure and soavenge upon them. When the adverse 
conditions are widespread or prolonged, or when the hemorrhagio 
disease becomes epizootio, whole populations may provide food 
for scavenging flesh-eaters. 
Of 13,176 mink scats analyzed in Errington's second decade 
of work, 2415 or 18% oontained muskrat remains. Of these in-
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oidenoes, 65 to 70% represented feeding on muskrats that were 
dead of hemorrhagio disease. -Another 28% represented preda-
tion of minks upon muskrats that were living under circumstances 
which usually place muskrats at a disadvantage. The remaining 
ooourrenoes represented misoellaneous predation and soavenging. 
The ocourrence of muskrat remains in 577 or 26% of the 
2241 soats from 1960-62 (Table 1) is relatively high in oom-
parison to that found by Errington. Our observations of musk-
rats during the study period were not extensive enough to 
aocount aoourately for all 577 soats containing muskrat, but 
they do suggest the general oiroumstanoes relating to 448 of 
these. Hemorrhagio disease apparently was most often involved, 
although dying was far from epizootio. 
During 1960, the muskrats at Goose Lake approached the 
extraordinar,y peak of an estimated 2000 animals. In the winter 
of 1960-61, animals were in bad health and suffering from 
social unrest and inadequate food at several parts of the 
marsh. Many came out on top of the ioe and died there (Figs. 
11 and 12). Autopsies were performed on 19 animals, of whioh 
16 were well-preserved or oollected while still alive. Most 
of the dying apparently was the result of severe exposure com-
plioated with pneumonio lesions associated with hemorrhagic 
disease. Most of the unrest and dying centered around areas 
known to be foci of infeotion (Errington, 1954). The total 
winter mortality was much higher than the 55 dead muskrats 
aotually found at Goose Lake. 
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F1g. 11. Restless muskrats were very act1ve on top of 
the ice at certain parts of Goose Lake during 
the winter of 1960-61. Photo by P. L. 
Errington. 
F1g. 12. Many muskrats died of disease and exposure 
out on top of the ice at Goose Lake during 
the winter of 1960-61, yet there was little 
scavenging on the carcasses by minks. Photo 
by P. L. Errington. 
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The vulnerab1lity of t~ese muskrats was demonstrated 1n a 
clear case of fox predat10n at a major focus. Faxes showed a 
good' deal of interest in the areas of unrest and dy1ng. 
Minks also hunted at Goose Lake during the fall and w1nter 
of 1960-61. For some reason, their activities were irregular, 
and, despite the availab11ity of dead and dying muskrats, the 
minks fed relatively little upon them. In the few fall and 
winter scats that were collected at Goose Lake, muskrat remains 
were found in only 16. 
Occasional dead muskrats appeared at the perennial foci 
of infeotion throughout the following summer and fall and the 
winter of 1961-62. Signs of mink actlvitywere scarce again 
during the summer but intensified in the late fall, especially 
along one shore where muskrats had been dying regularly. There 
were 12 muskrat-containing scats in one latrine oolleoted in 
November from a minor foous of infeotion there. Highly diag-
nostic lesions of the hemorrhagic disease were discovered in 
at least one muskrat colleoted at the same place that month. 
Of all the muskrat-oontaining soats from Little Wall Lake 
in 1960 and 1961, 215 were collected near oertain foc1 of in-
feot10n Which were noted by Errington (1954). 
From summer to winter, 1960-61, 103-of these 215 were found 
along a strip of deteriorated and overorowded habitat near the 
eastern shore of Little Wall Lake. Most of these occurrences 
were in scats collected near a minor focus of infection. 
Oattle grazing along this shore in the fall damaged the habitat 
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by trampling and opening up bank burrows. 
The eastern shore of Little Wall Lake was poorer and re-
latively uninhabited by muskrats during 1961, particularly 
after the disastrous flooding of the lake in the fall. There 
were a few muskrats present in December, 1961, displaying the 
restlessness of badly situated animals. Wandering muskrats 
seem to be attracted to pools of open water in winter, how-
ever poor these places may be as refuges, and these animals 
were living at an open tile flow along the eastern shore (Fig. 
13). Three soats containing muskrat remains were oollected 
here that month. 
There were 90 more occurrences in scats oolleoted along 
.the west shore from fall, 1960, through summer, 1961. During 
the winter, muskrats near this shore were continually active 
above the ice. One collected not far from a focus of infection 
along this shore was dying of hemorrhagio disease. Minks 
centered their activ1ties here and were known to scavenge on 
at least two dead muskrats. 
The remaining 19 occurrences of muskrat from Little Wall 
Lake were found in scats collected in fall and winter, 1960-
61, at two other areas. Again there was the characteristic un-
rest among the muskrats coming out on top of the ice, as well 
as sporadic dying. 
Less is known about the conditions relating to the,occur-
rence of muskrat in scats from Union Slough. There were 205 
muskrat-containing soats found in areas at which conditions 
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were adverse for muskrats at ohe time or another. 
Twenty-four of these 205 were fall and 'winter scats col-
lected in 1960 and 1961 near dams where water levels were 
likely to be changed quickly and where open water in the winter 
attracted wandering muskrats. There were direct and indirect 
evidences of animals dying of disease at these places. 
Another 99 muskrat-containing scats were collected at or 
near the center of one section of the slough in 1960 and 1961. 
Many of these occurrences were found in a large collection of 
early summer scats from a breeding den, where there were rem-
nants of two muskrat carcasses. Muskrats were dying the follow-
ing winter at one center of unrest not far from the above mink 
den. A mink scavenging upon them left a few more of the scats 
Which are inoluded in this group of 99. 
Muskrat remains occurred in 53 scats collected along the 
shores of another unit of Union Slough in summer, 1960. Early 
in this period, water levels had been lowered on the section, 
and muskrat burrow entrances near shore were exposed. This 
disturbance probably accounts for the occurrence of muskrat 
remains in these 53 scats. Again disease and unrest could not 
be eliminated from the summer occurrences, for muskrats were 
restless at several localities on the section in the following 
winter of 1960-61. Another 18 muskrat-containing scats were 
collected near a tile flow which was one center of unrest 
among muskrats. 
The 11 soats remaining in the 205 from Union Slough were 
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collected at a den near an open-water section where habitat 
was poor for muskrats. 
These special oircumstanoes relating to the occurrenoe of 
muskrat remains in the 448 scats acoount for better than 85% 
of the high frequenoies of ocourrenoe in fall and winter scats 
of our oolleotion and nearly 80% of the occurrences in summer 
scats (Table 1). Only 50% of the occurrences in spring scats 
oan be related to known circumstances. 
Although the frequency of occurrence of muskrat remains 
in our spring s,oats is lowest. it is relative to a frequency 
of ocourrenoe of avian remains that may be unusually high. 
Errington (1954) found that the spring incidence of muskrats 
in mink diets were generally highest and that mink predation 
in spring was centered upon wanderers. 
In the foregoing description of mink-muskrat relation-
ships, there are certain definable patterns in which minks 
feed upon muskrat flesh in proportion to its availability to 
them. Minks ordinarily respond to suoh opportunities. When 
muskrats are available in large numbers, minks often cache 
extra caroasses in their retreats, although stored prey may 
not alwaY'S be e,aten. 
The responsiveness to availabilIty of muskrats is so 
general among minks that it seems that they may have a special 
taste preference for muskrat fl~sh. Suoh a preference oould 
. arise in an evolutionary tendency for these two species to 
integrate into a highly specialized predator-prey relationship. 
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Advanced associations between flesh-eaters and specific 
prey are not absent among animals. It probably exists between 
the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) and prairie dogs' 
(Oynomys). The specificity of the association between the 
Everglade kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis) and apple snails 
(Pomacea;:). c-ompares with that of some parasite-host relation-
ships. How taste preferences function in these associations 
is not known. 
In time, it may turn out that this is actually the case 
for minks and muskrats. Both are found in nearly (but not 
exactly) identical habitats, and, of the carnivores frequenting 
water areas, minks seem most likely and most able to find musk-
rats and feed on them. 
Meanwh11e, there are some irregular! ties in the behavior 
of minks in regard to muskrats that do not seem to be tenden-
cies towards such an association. For one, the mink's opportu-
nism is not restricted to feeding on muskrats. A wide variety 
of prey items may be eaten when available, and occasionally 
feeding can be as extensive on some other item as it can be on 
muskrats. 
As a corollary to th1s, minks may not respond to available 
muskrats in any proportion to what might be expected in rela-
tion to their apparent availability. Perhaps a prominent ex-
ample of this was the contrast observed between the feeding of 
minks on muskrats at Goose Lake and that at Little Wall Lake 
during the winter of 1960-61. 
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Observations of mink feeding inolude many cases in which 
an apparently available food item was ignored by minks whioh 
were feeding on muskrats. But in this study there were also 
. outstanding oases in which no particular positive selectivity 
oould be olearly distinguished for a wide range of prey items, 
inoluding muskrats. In this irregularity I find little support 
for any preferences of minks for muskrat flesh. 
Individual variation in preferenoe among minks may be a 
olue to the oauses of the irregularities, but it does not ex-
plain all degrees to whioh minks may respond to availability 
of prey items. Something more basic in the behavioral mechan-
isms of the mink seems to underlie its responsiveness. 
Misoellaneous rodents The remains of several other 
rodents were identified oooasionally in the 1960-62 oolleotion 
of mink soats. In all, prey of this category oontributed only 
a negligible amount to the diets of the minks studied. Remains 
oocurred in 22 or 1% of the 2241 soats analyzed (Table 1). All 
ooourrenoes were in scats collected between July and October. 
Remains of Zapus, a mouse inhabiting upland prairies, 
occurred in 13 scats, all of which were collected at Union 
Slough. Oitellus (probably thirteen-lined ground squirrel, 
Q. tr1decem1ineatus) were eaten by minks at Little Wall Lake; 
remains were found in three scats collected along one shore 
near whioh thirteen-lined ground squirrels are often found. 
Remains of Geomys (plains pocket gopher, ~. bursar1us) occurred 
three times in soats from Union Slough where their mounds are 
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commonly seen on the hillsides near the marsh. Two soats 
oontaining'sciuridremains (probably fox squirrel, Soiurus 
niger) were alsooolleoted at Union Slough near a grove of 
trees. 
The rodents identified were known to live at the study 
areas but are not ordinarily found in the travel lanes of minks. 
Feeding upon them by minks probably represents scavenging or 
predation on individuals that venture out of their usual 
hab1tat. 
Miscellaneous mammals Of the 18 occurrenoes grouped 
1n this oategory, five were of mammalian remains which oould 
not be identif1ed. 
Shrews were present at the study areas and oooasionally 
were abundant. Nevertheless, remains of Blarina (b1g short-
tailed shrew, !. brevicauda) and of Sorex (oommon shrew, ~. 
cinereus) oomprised only 11 ooourrences in the 2241 scats from 
1960-62. Apparen tly inseoti vores are rarely eaten by minks. 
Th1s avoidance is general among many of the carnivores. It 
was not rare to find dead shrews, some of them ohewed or parti-
ally eaten, along the shores of the marshes. 
oottontail rabbit (Szlvilagus floridanus) appeared to 
contribute little as a food of minks in the present study. 
Remains of this prey were identified in only one scat. Al-
though other studies do not indioate that minks feed on rabbits 
'. 
frequently, Sealander (1943) did find oottontail remains in 
about l5~ of 102 stomachs of Michigan minks in winter. 
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A single occurrence of Mustela sp •. was found in the scats 
of the 1960-62 collection.. Although canniball'sm is known 
r 
among minks, this occurrence p~obably was of weasel. In 
general, mustelids are rarely eaten by minks, much as they are 
also left alone by foxes (Scott, 1947). 
For the most part,- ,these minor occurrences represent 
soavenging or predation in response to chance availability of 
an item. Minks undoubtedly eat mammalian items other than 
those found in the scat analyses of this study and to varying 
extents. In Pennsylvania, Guilday (1949) found that flying 
squirrels (Glaucomys spp.) and even white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virgin1anus) were occasionally eaten by minks. 
Birds 
Remains of birds and eggs occurred in 1003 of the 2241 
scats in the 1960-62 collection, and as a group were regularly 
present in ~l seasons (Table 1; Fig. 10). It might seem sur-
prising that the mink, an essentially terrestrial mammal, feeds 
as extensively on avian items as OUr studies show. The reports 
of Ham1lton (1936, 1940), Sealander (1943), and Gu1lday (1949) 
indicate birds are not a ma30r item of food for all m1nks. Al-
though the inc1dence of avian remains was high in the scats of 
our collection, there are many irregularities in the frequen-
cies of ocourrence from season to season and between individual 
collect1ons of soats. These features suggest that the avian 
remains might represent feeding that is highly dependent upon 
availability of birds under more or less special cond1tions. 
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On the bas1s of 1003 ocourrenoes of av1an remains in the 
1960-62 scats, about 35% of these represent feed1ng upon black-
birds commonly found at the study areas~ Twenty-two peroent 
of the avian ooourrences were remains of coots (Ful1ca 
americana), and 18% were remains of various species of Anatidae. 
Egg remains were found in about 19% of the scats containing 
b1rd remains. The remains of other birds commonly found at 
the study areas comprised the rest of the identified occur-
rences. 
B1aokbirds The relative regularity with whioh icterids 
and sturn1ds appeared in the diets of m1nks at the study areas 
implies that the1r relationship to minks as avian prey might 
be comparable to that of Microtus ,as mammalian prey. Seasonal 
shifts in the ocourrenoe of b1aokbird remains in mink soats 
corresponded to general features of the birds' life cycles, 
especially migration. 
An attempt was made to identify the species of blackbirds 
eaten. Feathers and other indigestible parts of some of the 
icterid species were easily distinguished, while others were 
not. Occurrences of both sexes of grackles (Quiscalus 
guiscula) and of female red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius 
phoenioeus) were usually distinguishable on the basis of 
feather and foot characterist1os. When the brightly colored 
feathers of male red-wings or of both sexes of yellow-headed 
blackb1rds (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus) were present, they 
were diagnostic. On the basis of dark contour feathers alone, 
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yellow-heads ,and male red-wings could not be differentiated 
from rusty or Brewer's blackbirds (Euphagus sPP.) or brown-
headed cowbirds (Molothrus !1!£) frequenting the study areas. 
The category ttlcteridae" in Table 1 includes the occurrences 
\ 
of unidentifiable blackbird remains and six oocurrences of 
remains of yellow-headed blackbirds found in the 1960-62 scats. 
Feathers and other remains of adult and ,even juvenile 
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) were almost always distinctive. 
Feeding of minks on blackbirds was partioularly frequent 
during the earlier spring months. The remains of identified 
and unidentified ioterids and sturnids were found in 227 or 
almost 43% of the 521 scats in the spring series. At this 
time, flocks of migrating blackbirds roost at night in great 
numbers in the shoreward vegetation on marshes. Minks hunting 
in these areas often killed and fed upon many blackbirds. 
From observations made, it would not seem hard for minks 
to take blaokbirds roosting in emergent vegetation near shore. 
The birds do not seem entirely unwary while on the roosts at 
night, for they flush quickly when disturbed. However, they do 
not fly far before dropping back into the cover, noisily 
squawking and fluttering. These birds might easily be attacked 
by minks. 
Minks also prey upon roosting blackbirds during the fall 
migration, but the feeding is less than that during the spring 
migration. Remains of blackbirds occurred in only 71 or 16% 
of the 444 soats in the fall series of the 1960-62 colleotion. 
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There seem to be several differences between spring and 
fall migrat10n of blackbirds which might account for the 
higher mink predation upon them during the spring~ The fall 
migration is more leisurely and may begin with small flocks 
of birds drifting southward as early as August. Before the 
leaves fall, trees provide protective roosts for many birds; 
but often the only shelter available for them in the spring is 
in the marsh cover. Largenocks of birds may concentrate at 
marshes when adverse weather prevents them from continuing 
northward in the spring. Roosts are filled quickly at sunset, 
forcing many birds to spend the night in thinner vegetation 
where they may be even more vulnerable to minks. Birds may 
have to endure severe spring storms that weaken them. The 
breeding season begins towards the end of spring migration, 
.. 
and territorial behaYior among the birds may create distracting 
unrest. All these factors probably combine to make the birds 
more vulnerable and available to minks during spring. 
It is possible that the conditions relating to the high 
occurrence of blackbird remains in scats from spring, 1961, 
may have exaggerated the importance of this item in the diets 
of minks. Migrating b1aokbirds arrived at Little Wall and 
Goose Lakes in mid-February of 1961, much earlier than usual. 
There was bad weather in late February that probably concen-
trated them in the available marsh cover. 
The minks living at Little Wall Lake that spring responded 
strongly to the vulnerable b1ackb1rds. Of 226 soats containing 
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blackbird remains for late winter and spring of 1961, 201 were 
scats from two den sites at Little Wall Lake. Remains occurred 
in 150 or 54% of 280 scats collected in one of these denning 
areas from mid-February to June and in 51 or 82% of 62 scats 
collected in the other from March to mid-April. These minks 
were preying on roost~ng blaCkbirds so heavily that extra car-
casses were temporarily Itshelvedtt up on tussocks of vegetation 
or stored near the den sites. 
Yet the high inoidence of avian remains in the spring diets 
of minks resulting from heavy local predation on migrating 
blackbirds may not be an unusual event. The occurrence of 
avian remains in 306 or 67% of 459 scats for the springs of 
1958 and 1959 closely agrees with the occurrence of avian re-
mains found in the spring scats of the 1960-62 collection 
(Fig. 16). Extensivetee~ing on blackbirds was also seen in 
the scats from spring, 1958; in one group of 164 scats collect-
ed in mid-April near a mink den at Little Wall Lake, 152 or 
93% contained avian remains, almost all of which were those of 
blackbirds. The remains of birds, again mostly blackbirds, 
occurred in 44 or 72% of a group of 61 scats collected in mid-
April from Rush Lake, a part of the Ruthven area. 
, 
In summer, when blackbirds are generally in more familiar 
surroundings, they are probably less vulnerable to minks. 
:B1aokbird: remains occurred in only 55 or 6% of 1030 summer 
soats. During this season, fledglings that cannot fly well 
may be highly vulnerable to minkS. Occurrences of fledglings 
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are probably ino1uded under unidentified ocourrenoes of birds" 
in summer soats (Table 1) ,: for theIr remains would be diffi-
ouI t to distinguish .. , 
~ , 
To a lesser extent,. predation upon late or early migrants 
, 
and scavenging upon dead blackbirds oontinues during the winter., 
Blackbird remains occurred in 45 or 18% of the 246 winter scats 
in the 1960-62 collection. 
Our'observations and data were not detailed enough to 
relate the proportions of speoific blackbirds eaten by minks 
either to their proportions in the flocks roosting at the study 
areas or to particular bepavioral traits of each species which 
might influenoe vulnerability.. The more frequent' occurrence of 
grackle remains mayor may not be explained by the relatively 
larger size of these birds. 
Although yellow-headed blackbirds were present at all study 
areas in 1960. their remains were rarely found in minks scats. 
Except when feeding; these birds generaliy stay in emergent 
vegetation out over deeper water and are ordinarily inacces-
sible to minks. Yellow-heads were never seen roosting with 
migrating flocks in the cover along the edges of marshes. Of 
the six occurrences of yellow-head remains, four were in scats 
collected in summer, 1960, at the mink breeding den of Union 
Slough mentioned earlier. This den was on a narrow ditchbank 
in the center of one seotion of marsh. 
Ooots ~ ... d.-u.-,ck;;;;;;s_ As mink predation upon blackbirds 
might be roughly comparable to that on Microtus, the feeding 
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of minks upon coots and ducks may also be comparable to that 
upon muskrats. Our data and observations indicate that healthy 
adult birds are able, to escape minks under usual, circumstances. 
Feeding upon coots and ducks represents scavenging upon dead 
birds or predation upon highly vulnerable indiv1duals. 
The larger size of these birds may have tended to inflate 
their importance as prey of minks as indicated by the incidence 
of their remains in mink scats. In the 1960-62 collection, 
certain groups of scats have a high representation of coot or 
duck remains but were known to involve feeding on no more than 
one or two birds. 
Studies of food habits of minks suggest that coots and 
ducks are not important as food for all minks, although 
Sealanderts report (1943) ot winter food habits in New York 
includes the ooourrence ot coot in one ot 102 mink stomaohs. 
Our own field observations and soat analyses indioate that 
minks may at times feed 'extensively on ooots and duoks when 
they are available. 
An. effort was made to identify speoies and sex of duoks 
oorresponding to the remains found in scats. Identifications 
were seldom reliable. for combinations of recognizable parts 
were rarely found in one scat or even in a whole collection. 
It was noted that remains of diving ducks occurred less 
frequently that the remains ot dabbling ducks. All occurrences 
of duck remains are grouped under "Anatidae ff in Table 1 because 
specitic identifioations were too tew to be meaningful. 
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Although common gallinules (Ga11inula ch1oropus) were 
present at the study areas, ooots outnumbered them by far. It 
can only be assumed that the occurrences of ooots under discus-
sion include a negligible number of occurrences of gallinules. 
for remains of gallinules would usually be indistinguishable 
from those of ooots. 
Perhaps the low occurrence of coot and duck remains in 
summer mink scats is most indicative of 3ust how secure these 
birds can be from predation by minks. Remains ot coots occur-
red in 63 or about 6% of 1030 summer scats in the 1960-62 
co1leotion. The remains in 38 of these 63 scats were known 
to represent feeding qpon only three separate coots in early 
summer. Many of the remaining occurrences were of juvenile 
coots and of newly hatched chicks. 
Young birds may be especially vulnerable because of their 
tendency to wander and their lack of fear. Hinde et ale (1956) 
--
found that newly hatched chicks of European coots (Fulica 
atra)·and common gallinules are at first unwary of strange 
-
objects. In our field observations, coot chicks were often 
found away from broods and were easy to capture. Young birds 
may also be vulnerable after severe storms that scatter broods 
and weaken or drown chicks. 
Occasionally a mink may prey heavily on newly hatched coot 
chicks when they are available in large numbers. A badly 
weathered pile ·of scats was found near a den at Dewey's Pasture 
in mid-summer. 1961. Individual scats could not be separated 
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for collection, but a cursory examination of the contents 
showed most of the remains were those of coot chicks. It was 
not determined how much of these remains were. those of feathered 
embryos eaten from eggs. 
In this study, the feeding of minks on ducks during the 
summer was negligible. Remains of ducks were found in only 20 
or 2% of 1030 summer scats in the 1960-62 collection. 
During and after the waterfowl hunting season in the fall, 
bodies of many coots and ducks which hunters had lost were seen 
along the shores of the study areas. There can be large numbers 
of dead at intensively hunted marshes, and minks may feed upon 
the carcasses· for the rest of the cold months. Mink sometimes 
stored extra carcasses near their retreats. Dead birds that 
froze in the ice kept well until spring, and minks fed on .them 
through winter and into spring. 
The incidence of duck remains in mink scats increased 
markedly in the fall after the beginning of hunting and re-
mained relatively high in winter and spring scats. The fre-
quencies of occurrence of duck remains in scats of the fall and 
winter series were between 14 and 16% (Table 1). Of 64 fall 
scats containing duck remains, 55 were dated. after mid-October. 
The nine duck-oontain1ng scats oolleoted ear11er 1n the fall 
were all found along one shore of Little' Wall Lake and repre-
sented feeding on a blue-winged teal (~discors), probably 
only one 1ndi vi dual. 
The inc1denoe of coot remains 1n the scats d1d not r1se 
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until late fall. There were only 18 ooourrences in the 444 
soats ot the fall series-. . Yet in winter, Ulinks at the study 
areas were feeding on coots at rates comparable·to the rates 
of feeding on ducks·. Ooot remains occurred in 38 or 15% of 
246 winter scats in the 1960-62 collection. 
Hunters also shoot coots, and, at the study areas in the 
fall, dead and orippled coots seemed as numerous and available 
to minks as ducks. However, the representations of coot re-
mains in soats collected in late fall and in winter may be 
more associated~with the fate of those left behind in migra-
tlon. 
Many crippled or weak coots and ducks were seen at the 
study areas after the able blrds had moved on south. Flight-
less stragglers are at a disadvantage ln escaping minks, and 
when they try to find shelter·in the vegetation along shores, 
they become even more available. 
Yet some ot the stragglers may be able to avoid predators 
until freeze-up. Then, with almost all food supplies sealed 
over, the flightless ones can only sit on top of the ice. 
Those which are not discovered by predators soon dle of starva-
tion and exposure and add to the food supply of scavenging 
flesh-eaters. 
In Iowa, even coots that can fly may be susceptible to 
the effects of cold weather, for they depend largely upon open 
water tor feeding. 
Ducks that can still fly may survive tar into the winter. 
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They stay at the few small openings in the ice near tile flows 
(Fig. 13) and dams and fly out to nearby fields ~o feed on 
waste grain that is not oovered by snow. A female mallard 
(~ platlrhYpohos) stayed at Little Wall and Goose lakes 
into the winter of 1961-62. It was seen flying at these areas 
until mid-January when it was caught in a steel trap left out 
at a small tile flow (Fig. 14). The duck was in fair flesh 
when it died. 
Duoks that oan fly are probably secure during Iowa winters 
under favorable oircumstanoes. Some speoies, suoh as the 
mallard, may even overwinter at Iowa marshes. For example, a 
flock of about 150 mallards (and a few black ducks, Anas rub-
--
ripes) spent the winter of 1960-61 at Union Slough. The nock 
rested on a medium-sized pool of open water on one section of 
the marsh and fed in adjacent corn fields. Most of the ducks 
were alert and flushed readily when disturbed. The aotivities 
of many species of animals were centered at the pool, and a 
mink denned there most of the winter, feeding extensively on 
fish. At the time, no predation on the ducks was observed. 
The fine distinotion between vulnerability and security 
for ducks may have been illustrated byoa mallard drake in this 
flock. The drake was hesitant to ny and would clamber into 
the oover on shore until hard pressed. It was not olear why 
the duck hesitated, for its flight was not weak or unstable. 
The drake could not be reoognized among those in the flock 
in late February, 1961. Three scats collected at the mink den 
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Fig. 13. Open water at tile flows was attractive to 
both minks and vulnerable prey during the 
severities of winter. Little Wall Lake, 
January, 1962. 
Fig. 14. This mallard duck lived safely on small open 
tile flows at Little Wall and Goose lakes 
into the winter of 1961-62 until it was 
caught in a steel trap. Goose Lake, 
January, 1962. 
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at that time contained drake mallard remains, and the remnants 
of a drake were found at the den site after the snow melted 
the following spring. The remains were probably those of the 
hesitant drake of the wintering flook. although it was not 
known for certain that the mink had killed it~ 
In contrast to the incidences in fall soats, the oocur-
renoe of coot remains in 98 or 19% of 521 spring soats in the 
1960-62 oollection is higher than that for duok remains. 
Fifty-two of these represented scavenging on no more than two 
carcasses that were left over from the previous fall. Twenty-
eight more of the occurrences of coot remains represented 
feeding on two other birds. ~hese occurrences were probably 
associated with the vulnerability and mortality of coots during 
the spring migration. 
In the spring series, 60 or about 12% oontained duck re-
mains. Most of these occurred in early spring soats and repre-
sent scaveng1ng on carcasses left over from the previous fall. 
At least 26 of the 60 were known to fall in this category. 
Mink predat10n upon a nesting duck may be associated with re-
mains found in 17 soats in a group oollected later in the 
spring. 
~ In spring and summer, eggs contributed a oonsid-
erable amount to the diets of minks on our study areas. There 
were occurrences of egg remains in 191 or 12% of all the 1551 
spring and summer scats combined (Table 1). 
Remains occurred as fragments of shell, together with 
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und1gested parts of advanced embryos or quant1t1es of und1-
gested yolk. Most egg shells were difficult to ident1fy. 
Character1st1c spotting on shell fragments, especially in 
combinat1on with the black down of feathered embryos, were 
eas11y 1dentif1ed as the remains of eggs laid by rallids. Al-
most 25% of the occurrences were those of ral11d eggs. Most 
seemed to ·be those of sora rails (Porzana carolina) or Virginia 
ralls (Rallus limioola).. The peppered shells of coot eggs were 
rarely seen. All these speoies nest low in the cover near 
shorelines on the marshes studied, although ooots tend to nest 
farther out on the water. 
Eggs of pheasants (Phaslanus co1chlcus) and ducks pro-
bably comprised most of those occurrences in which egg remains 
could not be identified. Duok nests destroyed by unidentified 
predators were seen at the study areas. 
It seemed surprising that there were no occurrences in 
the scats of the distlnctive egg remains of e1ther red-winged 
blaokbirds or black terns (Ohlidon1as niger). Nests of both 
of these spec1es were ava11able to minks at the study areas. 
It seemed that minks generally fed on only those eggs Which they 
were most likely to encounter on the shore near the edge of the 
water. 
The incidence of egg remains was high in a few individual 
colleotions of soats. Of one group of 33 soats oolleoted near 
a den at Smith's Slough in May, 1961. egg remains ocourred in 
60% or 20 scats. About 25% of a large oollection of 200 scats 
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from a 1960 breeding den at Union Slough contained egg remains; 
about half of these occurrences were identified as remains of 
rallid eggs. 
Rails, bi tterns, ~ grebes Al though sora and Virginia 
rails frequent the travel lanes of minks along shorelines with 
heavy cover, remains of these two items were relatively in-
frequent in mink scats. Of the 2241 scats in the 1960-62 col-
lection, only 57 or 2.5% contained remains of these species 
(ItRallidaett , Table 1). The highest incidences were found in 
summer and fall scats. In these seasons, the rails seemed most 
abundant, but their generally secretive habits did not allow an 
appraisal of their availability as prey of minks. Much of the 
predation may have centered on nesting adults, juvenile birds, 
and stragglers during migration. 
The least bittern (Ixobrychus exilis) was also a common 
marsh bird at the study areas, particularly in 1960. Almost 
all occurrences of least bittern remains were in late summer 
(Table 1) and probably represent predation upon 3uvenile birds. 
Another common marsh bird found at the study areas was 
the pied-billed grebe (PodilymbuS podiceps). This prey item 
is almost entirely aquatic and is ordinarily inaccessible to 
minks, although it did occur in 17 of 1474 summer and fall 
scats (Table 1). If all the occurrences of grebe remains in 
the scats do not represent scavenging, predation on juveniles 
may be involved. Of the 11 occurrences of grebe remains in 
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the summer soats, eight were in scats oollected at one mink 
den near which a family of grebes was living. 
Misoellaneous birds 'The oategory of "Misoellaneous 
Birds" in Table 1 'includes all oocurrenoes of remains of re-
latively minor avian prey that were recognizable in the scats 
from 1960-62. ,The species identified were for various reasons 
eaten less-tt!aQUent11 by minks. The known oiroumstances re-
,. 
latingto the oocurrence of some of these remains present some 
additional facets of mink feeding behavior. 
Remains of swamp sparrows (l~elospiza georgiana,) and of 
long-billed marsh wrens (Telmatodytes palustris) ooourred in 
five and seven soats, respeotively, of the 2241 in the 1960-62 
colleotion. Both songbirds were common at all study-areas. 
Feeding of minks upon them probably represents scavenging or 
chanoe predation, for these birds would be small and agile prey 
for minks. 
Five oocurrenoes of woodpecker (Picidae) remains were 
reoorded for the 1960-62 scats. These incidences were found 
in summer soats from sites on Union Slough where there were 
several dead trees. Remains of both yeilow-shafted flicker 
(Oolaptes auratus) and red-headed woodpecker (Melanerpes 
erythrocephalus) were identl~ied among these. Again, scaveng-
ing or chance predation are implied by the incidences of these 
arboreal birds. 
A single scat containing the remains of common snipe 
(Oapello gallinago) was collected along the south shore of 
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Little Wall Lake in November, 1960. Part of the shore has 
been overgrazed by cattle, and the hummocky, barren shores 
attract shorebirds during migration. Several snipes were 
there 1n late October, 1960, and the occurrence of snipe from 
this area probably represents one of these birds. This was 
the. only occurrence of shorebird remains found in the entire 
collection. As a group, they apparently are not vulnerable to 
minks that might encounter them along Qpen shorelines. 
Scavenging is also indicated in most of the occurrences 
of pheasant remains in 13 of the 1960-62 scats. Ten of these 
13 were found in scats collected in late winter and early 
spring of 1961 at the west shore at Little Wall Lake along 
which a highway passes. No more than two individual cocks are 
represented in these ten occurrences. Oonsider1ng the other-
wise negligible incidence in the scats, the two birds were 
probably road-killed pheasants whioh are occasionally seen 
along the highway. Sealander (1943) found pheasant remains in 
five of 102 stomaohs of minks from Miohigan in winter. 
Unidentified birds Remains of birds in the soats of 
the 1960-62 collection were often unrecognizable. Many contour 
feathers have little in their shape or color patterns that is 
distinctive, and key feathers may rarely appear among the re-
mains for some items. Unidentified remains of birds were most 
frequent in the spr1ng and summer scats (Table 1) and perhaps 
. , 
represent feeding on juvenile birds, the plumage of which is 
generally drab. 
r 
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The remains of some birds which might presumably have 
been available to minks at the study areas were absent in the 
scats. Slate-oolored 3uncoes" (JUnco hyema11s), yellowthroats 
(GeothllPis tr1ohas), mourning doves (Zenaidura macroura). and 
black terns are seen at or near Iowa marshes tn appropriate 
seasons but were not recognized among the contents of scats. 
The relat1ve infrequence of shorebird remains has already been 
noted. 
Snakes 
Reptiles were unimportant as a prey item of m1nks at the 
study areas. Reptilian remains occurred in only 22 of 2241 
scats in the 1960-62 collection (Table 1). All occurrences 
were found in scats collected during the warm months when 
snakes are most active, although Sealander (1943) reported a 
few occurrences in the stomachs of Michigan minks in winter. 
All occurrences were of snakes with keeled scales. The 
species most likely to have been eaten were garter snakes 
(Thamnoph1s spp. ) for no other snakes were as frequently seen 
at the study areas. 
The low incidence of snake remains in soats correlates 
with the infrequenoy with whioh snakes of all kinds were found 
at the study areas. In view of' the proteotively foul secre-
tions of the anal glands of garter snakes, it may be that minks 
avoid feeding on them also. When snakes were eaten, they were 
oonsumed sparingly. for remains rarely made up the entire oon-
tents of a single scat. 
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Frogs 
Amphibian remains occurred in a proportionally high per-
centage of the 1960-62 scats; 440 or almost 20% of the 2241 
scats contained remains of amphibians, mostly frogs (Table 1). 
Amphibians are easily digested, and usually few remains 
are 'found in scats except those parts characteristio of the 
class only. It is believed that most amphibian remains were 
those of leopard frogs (~~ipiens), although other species 
of both Ranidae and Hylidae were found at the marshes studied. 
Toads (~ spp.) were also common, but minks probably avoid 
eating them, for the skin of toads is notoriously toxio. There 
was no evidence in field observations that minks even killed 
toads. Salamanders were rarely seen at the study areas. 
In general, minks seemed to teed on trogs more or less as 
they encountered this prey item. It was not usual for frog 
remains to compose the entire contents of a single scat. At 
times, minks may prey extensively on frogs which are available 
to them in large numbers. Mink predation on frogs at our study 
areas was largely a function of the abundance of the frogs in 
oombination with seasonal conditions. Feeding of minks on 
frogs was most frequent during the warmer months after the 
annual crop of tadpoles metamorphosed (Table 1; Fig. 10). 
Frog remains occurred in only 48 or 9% of 521 scats in 
the spring series of the 1960-62 collection. The frequency of 
oocurrence inoreased to 235 or 23% of 1030 scats in summer. 
Most of these latter ocourrences represented predation on 
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newly emerged frogs. 
In the fall. frog remains were even more frequent, occur-
ring in 133 or 30% of 444 soats. Oolder temperatures acoount 
for the inorease in the vulnerability of frogs to mink preda-
tion. At Little Wall Lake, a cold snap in late September, 
1960, preceded heavy mink predation on lethargic frogs that 
were unable to escape. Minks killed many more than they ate 
and were "shelving" carcasses up on tussocks of vegetation all 
along the shores. 
It may be that the response of minks to the special abun-
dance of frogs at Little Wall Lake during the warmer months of 
1960 overemphasizes the importance of frogs as a prey of minks. 
At the peak of the emergenoe in July, 1960. young frogs were 
so numerous that those squashed by vehicles on the adjacent 
highway made the pavement slippery in places. The abundanoe 
attracted a mink whioh lived at one peninsula on the marsh, 
feeding extensively on frogs for about a month. Frog remains 
occurred in 116 or 73% of 160 scats collected at Little Wall 
Lake in July, 1960, and in 59 or 98% of one group of 60 soats 
collected at peninsula area that same month. Of a total of 
680 scats collected at Little Wall Lake in summer and fall of 
1960. frog remains were found in 334 or 49%. 
On the other hand, Hamilton (1940) found frog remains in 
only 6% of 300 scats colleoted at Montezuma Marsh in New York 
in summer, 1939, when there were "Great numbers of small frogs 
••• in all parts of the lowlands ••• ~11 
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There apparently can be a Wide range in the availability 
of frogs. In studies of the winter d1ets of minks by examina-
tion of stomaoh contents. 'Sealander (1943) found amphibian 
remains ocourrlngln 23% of 102 stomachso! Michigan ,minks f 
whereas Guildsy (1949) found them in only 1% of 105 ,stomachs 
of Pennsylvania minks. In the present study, remains,were 
found 1n-24 or 10% ot 246 winter scats. 
When frogs have retreated to the mud bottoms for hiber-
nation, they are generall,. less avallable to minks. However, 
minks may prey heavily on concentrations of h1bernating frogs 
found near open water during the winter. Many of the occur-
rences in the winter collections ot 1960-62 were found 1n scats 
from tile flows and dams. 
Fish 
-
Much as in the oase of frogs and other cold-blooded prey, 
fish were important i tem.s in mink diets at times. Remains of 
fish oocurred in 235 or 10% of the 2241 scats 1n the 1960-62 
collection (Table 1). 
Most ot these occurrences of fish remains were found in 
scats from Union Slough, for fish were more abundant there 
than on the oentral Iowa study areas. The rema1ns of carp 
(Ozprinus ca;plo) were easily 1dentif1ed in soats by large 
oyol01d soales. Occurrenoes of bullheads (Ictalurus) were 
distinguishable by the absence of scales; the characteristic 
, 
Jo1nted pectoral spine also was found 1n an occasional 
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fish-containing soat. The oategory of "Miscellaneous Fish" 
in Table 1 includes occurrences of remains of fish with 
ctenoid scales. These were all found in scats from Union 
Slough and probably represent percids or centrarchids. 
Responses of minks to concentrations of vulnerable fish 
seemed to be a pattern similar to that seen in relation to 
frogs. Feeding by minks on fish oould be general and negli-
gible, or highly concentrat~d and heavy, depending on the 
relative availability of fish to mink predation or scavenging. 
Remains of fish were found in 58 or 11% of the 521 spring 
soats in the 1960-62 oolleotion. Most of these occurrences 
represented minks scavenging on oaroasses of winter-killed 
fish which became exposed during the thaw. To a lesser extent, 
they represented predation on suffocating fishes attracted to 
openings in the ice at tile flows and dams. Many minks 
centered thei~ activities at such plaoes in late winter and 
early spring, espeoially at Union Slough. 
Of the 58 spring occurrences of fish remains in the scats, 
22 were in scats oolleoted at a late winter den near one of 
the water-regulating dams at Union Slough. Oarp, bullheads, 
and other fish were concentrated there, for the flowing water 
kept a large pool free of ice and better aerated. Neverthe-
less, there was a number of dead fish of all sizes floating in 
the pool. Oarcasses of carp were most numerous. There were 
few dead bullheads, which seem speoifioally adapted to living 
in the oxygen-poor waters of marshes and sloughs in Iowa. 
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The mink denning there was feeding on fish (as well as 
other cold-blooded aquatic items) to a considerable extent. 
The 22 fish-containing scats were 63% of a total collection of 
35 from this den. Although dead carp were by far the most 
available as food, prey remnants at the den were mostly the 
heads of small bullheads. 
The high frequency of occurrence ot f1sh 1n 153 or 15% 
of 1030 summer mink scats may exaggerate the general import-
ance of f1sh as a summer prey item. Almost all of these occur-
rence were found in a large collect10n of scats from another 
den at Union Slough in mid-summer of 1960. This den was used 
by a group of two or three m1nks which were noted in the area 
several t1mes in July by refuge personnel. The minks were 
preying heavily on a concentrat1on of suffocating carp at a 
small dam there. Of 166 scats collected in the denning area 
in July and early August, remains of carp occurred in 115 or 
almost 70%; many scats were composed entirely of carp scales 
and bones. 
Hamilton (1940) reported a frequency of occurrence of 
fish remains in 41% of 300 summer scats colleoted at Montezuma 
Marsh in New York. This high frequency may also represent a 
response to large quantities of available fish. 
As waters beoame cooler and better aerated in the fall 
months, the frequency of oocurrence of fish remains fell. 
Only 10 of the 444 fall scats in the 1960-62 oollection con-
ta1ned fish remains. 
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In winter, fish may beoome vulnerable again1n oxygen-
poor water under heavy lce. When winters are severe, fish 
oonoentrate 1n large numbers at t1le flows and dams or in the' 
plunge holes of muskrat lodges. If minks disoover these 
weakened and dying fish, they sometimes feed extens1vely, 
oaohing extra oarcasses at nearby retreats in snow tunnels or 
muskrat lodges. Not many scats were available from the soenes 
of any winter-kill emergenoies for fish, although the occur-
rence of fish remains did increase to 14 or 6~ of 246 winter 
scats. In the studies of winter food habits of minks by 
Hamilton (1936). Sealander (1943), and Guilday (1949) fish 
remains were found in 10 to 20% of the digestive traots exam-
ined. 
Insects 
The remains of a var1ety of inseots were found in the 
soats. The small size of these prey exaggerates the aotual 
quantity of food which insects co~tribute to the diets of 
minks, for their remains rarely oomposed all of the contents 
of a single scat. 
There were inseot remains in many more soats than were 
tallied as oocurrenoes. Many of these were reoognized as 
sarcophagous beetles and flies that were probably ingested 
seconda~ily with the flesh of some other 1tem. Only the re-
mains that could be distinguished as those of insects not 
found on carrion or that occurred in quantities suggesting 
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purposive feeding were oonsidered prey occurrences. 
Usually only sizeable inseots were eaten by minks. Re-
mains of large aquatic beetles (Hydrophy11idae and Dytisoidae) 
and ofthe1r naiads were most commonly reoognized among inseot 
remains .·in the soats. Remains of larval dobsonfi1es. or 
hellgrammites (Corydalidae) were also found oooasionally; in 
one series of soats oollected near a dam at Rush Lake in 1959; 
several scats were composed entirely of hellgrammite remains. 
Remains of damselflies and dragonflies (Odonata), both naiads 
and adults; were seen ocoasiona1ly in insect-containing scats. 
In areas where they were known to be oommon, grasshoppers 
(Looust1dae) were eaten by m1nks in early fall. 
Minks seemed to feed on insects as they oame aoross them 
while foraging. Feeding was most frequent in the late summer, 
corresponding to the period of greatest abundanoe of insect 
items (Table 1; Fig. 10). Of 1030 summer soats, inseot re-
mains were found in 129 or about 13%. In the analysis of 300 
summer scats collected at Montezuma Marsh in New York, Hamilton 
(1940) found that minks were feeding extensively on large 
aquatic beetles (~tiscus spp.). Insect remains oocurred in 
40% of the scats, although their remains comprised only 14% 
of all prey Tema~ns by volume. 
The ocourrence of inseot remains in 3% of 245 winter scats 
in the 1960-62 collection waS not much different from the low 
winter incidences found in mink d1gest1ve tracts by Hamilton 
(1936), Sealander (1943), and Gui1day (1949). 
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Snails 
Like manY'occurrences of·-inseot remains, the shells of 
freshwater gastropods were often found secondarily with re-
mains of prey carcasses on which minks were feeding. However, 
10 of the 1030 summer soats oontained orushed snail shells in 
quantities suggesting that snails had been purposively eaten 
by minks. At times, espeoially during droughts and exoessive 
heat in summer, snails may oonoentrate in plaoes and can be 
readily eaten by minks. The contribution of mollusos to the 
diets of minks is generally negligible. 
Orayfish 
The feeding of minks upon crayfish (Astacidae) Observed 
in this study was as unique as feeding on any other Single 
prey item. It seemed to typify in almost exaggerated form the 
tendencies seen in the responsiveness of minks to food, both 
prey and carrion, that is available on a large scale under 
favorable conditions. 
At most of the study areas, crayfish were not abundant. 
Minks seemed to eat them readily more or less as they came 
across individuals while hunting, muoh as they did other re-
latively small-sized prey. Ordinarily crayfish remains occur-
red just every so often in the scats. Orayfish were large 
enough that their remains might make up most of a single scat, 
1f not all of it. 
As a oold-blooded prey, crayfish were more abundantly 
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available to minks during the warmer months. Orayfish remains 
oocurred in 230 or about 22% of the 1030 scats in the summer 
series from 1960-62, The occurrence was about half this 
summer frequency in spring and fall, and at an almost negli-
gible level of 3% in the winter scats (Table 1; Fig. 10). 
The lack of crayfish remains in summer mink scats from 
Montezuma Marsh in New York which Hamilton (1940) examined was 
due to the scarcity of crayfish there. Studies by Hamilton 
(1936) and Sealander (1943) confirm that mink probably eat few 
crayfish in winter, but Guilday (1949) found crayfish remains 
in 14% of the 105 stomachs of Pennsylvania minks in winter. 
There were larger populations of crayfish at the northern 
Iowa study areas than at Little Wall' and Goose lakes, and con-
sequently most of the crayfish-containing scats were from Union 
Slough and parts of the Ruthven area. Sections of Union Slough 
seemed to have oonoentrated populations of crayfish: remains 
were more frequent in scats collected from these areas during 
the warmer months. 
Oollections of scats from the Ruthven areas also had high 
incidenoe of crayfish remains during the warmer months. But 
of the 1960-62 soats and especially of the 1958-59 scats exa-
mined, none were as striking as certain series from Trumbull 
Lake. 
For the summers of 1958 through 1961, Trumbull Lake has 
apparently supported large populations of crayfish. Along 
some of the peninsulas extending from the sides of the lake, 
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Fig. 15. The 400 scats in this mink latrine at Lake 
Chetek, Minnesota, were made up almost 
entirely of crayfish remains. September, 
1960. Photo by P. L. Errington. 
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crayfish have been particularly abundant. Generally, these 
peninsular areas are attractive to minks which feed on the 
crayfish and other available prey items there. 
Observations and data on mink-crayfish relationships at 
Trumbull Lake are best for the low, wet peninsula at the 
southwest outlet of the lake (Fig. 4). At least one mink was 
present on the two occasions that the area was visited in 
April and July, 1961. Of the 15 Bcats collected at this 
peninsula in late April, crayfish remains occurred in 2 or 
13%; in the collection made in late July, remains occurred in 
53 or 84% of 63 Bcets. 
The tendency for minks living on the southwest peninsula 
of Trimbull Lake to feed even more extensively on plentiful 
crayfish in summer had been indicated in collections of summer 
scats made there in 1958-59. Of the 762 scats from 1958-59 
combined, crayfish remains occurred in 708 or 93%. 
Exceedingly heavy and prolonged feeding of minks upon 
'crayfish was not confined to just this one peninsula at Trum-
bull Lake. For example, crayfish were represented in 134 of 
135 scats collected in summer, 1958, from a spit of land along 
the northwestern shore. The frequency of occurrence of cray-
fish remains in summer scats collected at Trumbull Lake in 1958-
59 is graphically compared in Fig. 16 to the frequencies of oc-
currence of other prey items in these scats, in the scats of the 
1960-62 summer collection, and in spring scats from both areas. 
When combined with corresponding data from the rest of the 
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Fig. 16. Oomparisons of 1ncidences of prey remains in 
groupings of mink scats show the disproport1on-
ately high incidence of crayfish remains in the 
1958-59 Trumbull Lake collection. 
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1958-59 oollection and from the 196o-62oolleotion. the heavy 
feeding of minks on orayfish under the apparentiy speoial 
oonditions of Trumbull Lake seems to overshadow the proport-
ional importanoe of other prey items. 
. 
It is unfortunate that more detailed observations of the 
Trumbull Lake area are as few as they are. The southwest 
peninsula did not seem as very speoial as the scats from it 
seemed to be. The area looked good for mink habitat. with 
irregular shorelines, broken cover. and a number of broken. 
hollow trees for dens, but it was not exceptional in this re-
spect. Signs of orayfish activity were abundant in 1961. but 
other prey were present, too. 
There was also the question of just how extraordinary 
the response of the minks was in this situation. Except in 
degree. this tendency to feed extensively on orayfish seemed 
no different from tendenoies noted in the ·responses of minks 
to other prey items that had been locally available in large 
numbers. 
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LEARNING AND FEEDING BEHAVIOR OF MINKS 
In retrospect, there seem to be three recurrent features 
in the feeding behavior of minks. One emphasized in 
. Errington 1 s work (1943. 1946, 1954) on predator-prey relation-
ships is that scavenging or predation by minks on a prey item 
has a maximum limit. This limit corresponds to the level of 
availabili ty and vulnerability of the members of a prey popu-
lation, relative to minks. The observations and data of this 
study also showed limitations on the oonsumption of those 
items which minks readily eat. There were conditions under 
which minks could scavenge or kill. and there were conditions 
under which they could not. 
Feeding upon a few of the smaller, rapidly reproducing 
prey species seemed to show oorrelations to the abundance of 
the prey in relation to other edible items. In most prey popu-
lations, any influence that abundance might have on availability 
or vulnerability could be overshadowed by other factors: dis-
ease, intraspecific intolerance, disabilities. adverse weather. 
deterioration and destruction of habitats. 
A second feature 1s what Errington (1954) has called, in 
his later work on mink-muskrat relationships, the "special 
responsiveness" of minks. This phrase referred specifically 
to the apparently selective responses of minks to available 
carcasses of muskrats that die of hemorrhagic disease. The 
comparisons of field observations with scat analyses in this 
study agree that dead muskrats are most likely to receive 
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prompt atterltlon from hungry mlnks~ 
Minks at the Iowa marshes studied in 1960-62 seemed gener-
ally responslve to avai1able quantities of any prey item on 
whioh they-can subsist" Their overall diets were character-
ized by d1versity; no one item really predominated. 
The third feature 1s related to tendencies within the 
minks themselves. Within the limitat1onsof prey availab1lity. 
as well as they can be assessed. minks observed in this study 
seemed irregularly selective in the extent to which they fed 
on available prey items. There were several oases in which 
minks centered their feeding for some ttme on one item (or, 
rarely. a combination of two) that was h1ghly available at 
spec1fic areas; they apparently were hunting for a specific 
prey item. While they were engaged in such hunting, they seemed 
to ignore other prey. Feeding Was temporarily oentered at the 
ai te of the abundant supply or prey. and available items near-
by might be left entirely alone. 
During the study period, minks were known to prey exten-
sively on highly available concentrations of several of the 
prey items regularly eaten by minks in Iowa: Miorotus, musk-
rats, blaokbirds, coots, frogs, flsh, and crayfish. In some 
cases, minks were scavenging or preying on one item to the 
extent that it might make up more than 50% ot the food ingested 
for periods ranging from a few days to a few months. Latrines 
of mink scats might be composed almost entirely of the remains 
of one prey 1 tem (Flg. 15). The exceedingly heavy and ,pro-
longed feeding on cfayfish at Trumbull Lake may be an extreme 
expression of this tendency in minks (Fig. 16). 
There were also unclear cases in which prey items were 
not utilized in any proportion comparable to their apparent 
availability to minks known to be living nearby. The minks at 
Little Wall Lake that fed mostly on blackbirds during the 
simultaneous abundance of Microtus in the spring of 1961 and 
the laok of scavenging on dead muskrats at Goose Lake in the 
winter of 1960-61 seem to represent this phenomenon. 
There were no oases in which a mink fed upon one item to 
the exclusion ot all others. But the proportionally low inci-
dence of remains of other prey in groups of scats from minks 
that- seemed to be centering their attention 6n one prey sug-
gested that the other items were found and eaten by chance. 
Our data may be insufficient to interpret this irregular 
selectivity as an expression of a tendency in minks to center 
their feeding activities. There are few quantitative measure-
ments of availability or vulnerability of prey at the study 
areas. When it was possible, an attempt was made to measure 
relative abundance of prey populations. These measurements 
were seldom meaningful, for, in the availability of most prey 
species, the influence of abundanoe alone can easily be negli-
gible. Availability and vulnerability had to be appraised by 
informal observations and comparisons. 
A seoond weakness in the basis for this interpretation 
was the scarcity of minks at our study areas in 1960-62. 
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Responses of denser populations are not known for certain. It 
may be that few avai1.able prey items are ignored when minks 
are numerous. although this does not preclude tendencies to 
center feeding activ1ties. 
Temporary concentration of feeding aotivities by minks 
seemed to be neither usual nor unusual. Under generally favor-
able conditions, prey items often might be more or less equally 
available, to some degree. In these Circumstances, most minks 
seemed to huntw1dely and feed d1versely on whatever prey they 
happened upon. Perhaps the diversity in the overall summer 
diet of minks found 1n the analyses of the 1960-62 scats 
(Table 1; Fig. 16) represents this sort of generalized feeding 
as a characteristic of the season. 
The combination of conditions under which a mink can 
center its feeding activities is probably not an everyday 
event. The data do not allow a quantitative description, yet 
there were enough indications 1n field observations and scat 
analyses in this study to distinguish a tendency for minks to 
respond to such opportunities whenever they were encountered. 
This tendency for minks to center their feeding activities 
was not inf1.ex1ble. The opposing tendency to explore seems 
bigh1.y developed in minks and other mustelids and probably 
allows for a change when a change is necessary. It may be 
that the cont1nual counterbalancing of these two tendencies, 
as they are influenced by features of the environment (includ-
ing prey), accounts for much of the variety and irregularity 
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in the feeding and movements of minks .• 
It was mentioned in relation to feeding on muskrats that 
individual variation may be a clue to irregular selectivity in 
the feeding bl minks, but that some more basic mechanism seems 
to underlie it. The abilitl to learn may be suggested as a 
mechanism behind the tendencies for minks to center their 
feeding activities and, perhaps, behind some of the irregulari-
ties noted. 
Behavior in animals may be described in two categories, 
appetitive and consummatory (see Hinde, 1959). Inasmuch as 
the acts of a sequenoe are linked together, these two cate-
gories of behavior grade into one another; and all acts do not 
fit the classification. However, it can be said that consum-
matory behavior rewards the apparent goal of a sequence and 
that it is usually (but not entirely) stereotypical and un-
learned. In the feeding of minks, killing prey, biting off 
meat, and swallowing mal be oalled oonsummatory acts. 
Oonsummatory behavior is often preceded by appetitive 
behavior. In this part of a sequence of acts, an animal 
apparently seeks a setting in which consummatory behavior can 
take place. Basic motor patterns composing appetitive behavior 
are generally unlearned and non-directional. Thorpe (1961) 
has reviewed the work of investigators studying exploratory 
behavior in higher vertebrates. These studies imply that ex-
ploratorlbehavior may be a rather complex form ot non-directed 
appetitive behavior which is self-rewarding. Exploratory 
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behavior seems to be pronounced in minks. 
With respeot to the events that oan take plaoe during 
exploratory behavior, speoifio variations in an appetitive 
sequenoe may be retained or learned by higher vertebrates as a 
directed appetitive sequenoe. If acts that come about in non-
direoted appetitive behavior are reinforoed by specifio con-
summatory aots, such as feeding, the appetitive behavior 
become directed and is likely to be re-enacted. In explora-
tions, a mink may discover situations in which feeding results. 
By repetition of the speoifio sequence and subsequent rein-
forcement, the mink could learn the specific variation and 
direct its hunting efforts on one prey at one place. In this 
sense, the variation learned is individual. The mink's "special 
responsiveness" to available prey, as it is found in field 
observations, gives reason to believe that the mink may be able 
to learn very quiokly to restrict its hunting to a specifio 
area. 
These appetitive sequences are probably retained only 
temporarily, as long as conditions continue to reinforce them. 
As a learned sequence wanes, non-directed explorations would 
become more prominent. 
In the mink, directed appetitive behavior in feeding--
hunting for one prey item--may be viewed as habitat selectivity. 
Available muskrats can be as much a part of a habitat for the 
mink as available rootstooks can be for the muskrat. In rela-
tion to the mink's habitat selection, some orientations are 
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clearly stereotypical: minks seldom live far from wetlands. 
Other orientations may be learned patterns influenced by a 
number of habitat factors, including food, cover conditions, 
availability of retreats, breeding, and frightening disturb-
ances. At the present state of our knowledge, the ways in 
which unlearned and learned patterns are superimposed in the 
variable behavior of minks can only be speculative. 
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SUMMARY 
A study was begun in June, 1960, at oertain Iowa marshes 
to determine the feeding eoology of the mink and the extent to 
which there might be selectivity in its feeding behavior. 
Attention was centered on the mink's relationshi"ps with musk-
rats- and with waterfowl. 
The mink was recognized as a small predator frequenting 
the shores of wetlands in Iowa. Its activities are generally 
mobile, and it is solitary except in conjunction with reproduc-
tion. The mink appears to be a generalized but well adapted 
carnivore. It displays bold curiosity and some sterotypical 
responses, but its behavior is generally versatile. 
Informal observations and specimen oollections relating 
to mink food habits were made at the Iowa study areas for 
later,analysis and oom~arison. Field work was most continuous 
at Goose and Little Wall lakes in central Iowa, although addi-
tional data were gathered at Union Slough National Wildlife 
Refuge in north-central Iowa and at the Ruthven Game Manage-
ment Area in northwest Iowa. 
Goose Lake was a relatively undisturbed prairie marsh. 
During the study period, emergent cover on the marsh under-
went a violent decline. Mink activity at Goose Lake was 
inexplicably sporadic in 1960-62. 
Little Wall Lake differed in few respects from nearby 
Goose Lake but was more disturbed by human aotivities before 
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and during the study period. Flooding ot the lake in 1961 
changed the habitat radically. One or more minks were active 
at Little Wall Lake during most of the study period. 
The minor study areas in northern Iowa were relatively 
undisturbed prairie wetlands. Data from these areas were 
limited but provided some special examples of mink feeding 
behavior. 
The contents were examined in a total of 4066 mink scats, 
of which 1825 were collected in two years prior to the study 
period by collaborators at Iowa State University. Identified 
remains of prey in the scats were tabulated as frequencies of 
occurrences in seasonal series. 
Remains of mammals and birds were usually most frequent 
in the scats, although the occurrence of bird remains showed 
more seasonal variation, being very high in spring. Remains 
of cold-blooded prey were generally less frequent than remains 
of mammals and birds. Oold-blooded prey were utilized by 
minks mostly during the warmer months. 
Remains of muroid mice occurred frequently. Feeding of 
minks on: Microtus seemed to correlate to the abundances of the 
mice and; c~uld be extensive. Predation on other muroids was 
uniform and much lower than their proportional abundance in 
small mammal populations, even in winter when they seemed more 
available to minks than did Microtus. Various explanations 
were suggested for this differential feeding. 
Feeding on muskrats is special because of the factors 
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influenoing their availability and vulnerability to minks, as 
pointed out by Errington (1954). Remains of muskrat ooourred 
in a relatively high peroentage of soats, but 80% of the 
ooourrenoes were assooiated with faotors predisposing muskrats 
to predation or soavenging by minks. Minks were so likely to 
respond to available muskrats that a tendenoy towards a 
speoialized relationship was indicated. However, irregulari-
ties in the feeding of minks on muskrats seen during this study 
gave no reason to believe that minks prefer the taste of musk-
rat flesh. 
Remains of rodents whioh are ordinarily unavailable to 
minks travelling shorelines were infrequent in the scats. 
Minks seemed to prey or soavenge upon them by chanoe, espeoi-
ally during the warmer months. 
The infrequency with which remains of inseotivores and 
carnivores ocourred in the scats indicated that minks may avoid 
feeding upon these items. Remains of rabbits also ooourred in-
frequently, although other studies of mink food habits indicate 
they oan be an important mammalian prey. 
Feeding of minks on blackbirds was regular and at times 
heavy, particularly during the spring migration 'when minks prey 
on birds roostingl1~ concentrations in low marsh cover. Such 
I : 
predation was extensive when birds arrived earli&r than usual 
at the oentral Iowa areas in 1961. No differential predation 
could be deteoted for any individual species of blackbird ex-
cept yellow-headed blackbirds which were unavailable to most 
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m1nks. 
The ocourrence of coot and duck remains in the scats was 
relatively high in comparison to other studies of mink food 
habits. In season, remains of juven1le coots were frequent in 
soats, and mink predation on ooot chicks could be extensive. 
Most of the feeding by minks on adult birds represented 
soavenging on dead caroasses and predation on h1ghly vulner-
able individuals resulting from human hunt1ng and6ther 
mortality during the fall,migration. 
In season, egg remains were frequent 1n mink Boats. 
About 25% of the ooourrences of egg remains were those of eggs 
of rallids that nest near shorelines, Other eggs eaten were 
those of ground-nesting birds the nests of which minks might 
/ 
./ 
discover near shore. 
Minks fed on sora and Virginia rails, least bitterns, and 
pied-billed grebes to a minor extent during the warmer months. 
Most of the oocurrences of these marsh-edge birds probably 
represented predation on juveniles. 
Remains of swamp sparrows, long-billed marsh wrens, wood-
peckers, and shorebirds were scaroe in the soats. Occurrences 
probably represented chance predation and scavenging. Most of 
the occurrences of pheasant remains were believed to represent 
scavenging on road-killed birds. 
Bird remains were often unrecognizable, especially in the 
contents of summer scats, when juvenile birds with indistinc-
tive plumage are available. The remains of Some birds common 
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at the study areas were not reoognized in the oontents of the 
soats. 
The infrequenoy of ocourrence of snake remains in mink 
scats corresponded to the scaroity of snakes at the study 
areas but also indicated that minks may avoid preying or 
soavenging on them. 
The remains of amph1bians, particularly those of leopard 
frogs, were most frequently found in soats oollected during 
the warmer months. Although feeding on frogs was associated 
with their abundance, cold weather could make them much more 
vulnerable to predation by minks. Feeding of minks on the 
highly abundant frogs at Little Wall· Lake in 1960 was extensive. 
Like that on frogs, feeding of minks on fish depended 
both on abundance and vulnerability. Minks preyed and scav-
enged upon fish suffocating in oxygen-poor water, especially 
in late winter and early spring. Special conditions could con-
centrate fish and allow extensive feeding by minks. 
Although inseot prey were eaten regularly by minks, and 
their remains were relatively frequent in scats from warmer 
months, they seldom cdntributed much food. Minks fed predomin-
antly on large aquatic beetles, which could be eaten in large 
numbers when abundant. 
Snails were seldom eaten by minks as food except in oc-
casional cases in summer. 
Predation on crayfish was comparable to that on other 
cold-blooded prey that are readily eaten by minks; it was 
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highest during the warmer months. The incidence of crayfish 
remains in large collections of scats from Trumbull Lake in 
northwest Iowa showed prolonged and extensive feeding on cray-
fish which were abundant there. When these data were combined 
with data trom other scat analyses, they depressed the relative 
importanoe of other items in the diets of minks. Heavy feeding 
on orayfish at Trumbull Lake was probably an extreme case of 
a tendenoy in minks to respond to available prey_ 
Three features of the feeding behavior of minks were evi-
dent in this study. Feeding of minks on a prey was l1mited by 
the relative degree of availability and vulnerability of members 
in a prey population. Minks seemed to respond readily to 
available prey whenever they had the opportunity. Their re-
sponses seemed irregularly selective in the extent to which they 
. would utilize a highly available item and largely ignore others. 
There seemed to be a tendency for minks to center their 
hunting in an apparently selective manner on one item in one 
area. Oentering of feeding might result by an ability for 
minks to learn direoted appetitive behavior through non-direoted 
explorations, The counter-balancing of tendencies to explore 
and tendencies to oenter activlties in one area, as they are 
influenced by food and other habitat tactors, may acoount for 
the variability in mink behavior. 
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